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D
uring the last decade, data and ser-
vice interchanges throughout the In-
ternet became not only possible but
essential. Nowadays, interactions in-

volving entities such as businesses, military and
scientific partners, and companies and their co-
operating partners or customers are becoming
everyday occurrences. In such a scenario, tradi-
tional assumptions for establishing and enforc-
ing access control regulations no longer hold.
The entities need to authenticate and trust each
other to exchange sensitive information and re-
sources. Interactions are further complicated be-
cause the interacting entities usually belong to
different security domains or don’t have preex-
isting relationships.

To address such issues, researchers have pro-
posed trust management as a new approach for
protecting open, decentralized systems, in contrast

to traditional tools for securing conventional sys-
tems. Matt Blaze and his colleagues first coined the
term trust management1 to denote a distinct com-
ponent of security in network services. Trust es-
tablishment begins in open systems with the iden-
tity-based access control mechanisms usually
adopted in conventional systems2 (such as databases
and operating systems). According to such a para-
digm, each subject is uniquely identified by an ID
(for example, a login name or IP address)—that is,
the means for proving its trustworthiness. How-
ever, in an open environment, identity is not always
relevant when determining whether to trust a sub-
ject, but other properties are crucial in determin-
ing parties’ trustworthiness.

An emerging approach that uses an entity’s prop-
erties to establish trust is trust negotiation (TN).3 A
TN consists of iteratively disclosing certified digi-
tal credentials. These credentials verify properties
of their holders to establish mutual trust. Thus,
TN deals with concepts such as formulating secu-
rity policies and credentials, determining whether
particular sets of credentials satisfy the relevant
policies, and deferring trust to third parties.

This article discusses TN systems by first de-
scribing their basic elements and then identify-
ing the features of ideal examples. In defining
TN requirements, we consider both language
and system requirements. After surveying the
most interesting proposals researchers have pre-
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sented so far, we also outline the field’s future re-
search directions.

Basic Concepts
A TN consists of a bilateral disclosure of digital
credentials; it represents statements certified by
given entities who verify the properties of their
holders. Trust is thus incrementally built by itera-
tively disclosing digital credentials according to ad
hoc resources—namely, disclosure policies.

Building Blocks

A TN involves a client, or the entity asking for a
certain resource, and a server, the entity owning
(or, more generally, managing access to) the re-
quested resource. In spite of these names, which
can be misleading, the model is basically peer to
peer; both entities can possess sensitive resources
they must protect, so we must equip them with a
compliant negotiation system. A resource comprises
sensitive information and services, whereas an en-
tity includes users, processes, roles, and servers.
The term resource is intentionally generic to em-
phasize that the negotiations we refer to are gen-
eral purpose—that is, a resource is any sensitive ob-
ject (such as financial information, health records,
or credit-card numbers) that has a set of policies
protecting its disclosure.

Figure 1 sketches a typical negotiation process.
During negotiation, entities incrementally estab-
lish trust  by iteratively disclosing digital creden-
tials to verify properties of the negotiating parties.

Credentials are typically collected by each party in
appropriate repositories, also called profiles. An-
other key component of any TN is a set of access
control policies, known as disclosure policies, which
govern access to protected resources by specifying
credential combinations that entities must submit
to obtain authorization.

To carry out a TN, parties usually adopt a strat-
egy implemented by an algorithm that defines
which credentials to disclose, when to disclose
them, and whether to succeed or fail the negotia-
tion. Numerous strategies exist for negotiating
trust, each with different properties with respect to
speed of negotiations and caution in releasing cre-
dentials and policies. The algorithms record the
progress of negotiation strategies in ad hoc data
structures, typically negotiation trees4 or graphs,
on which performance and TN algorithms’ com-
putational effort can be evaluated.5 A strategy’s ef-
ficiency depends on its communication and com-
putational costs: communication cost includes the
size and number of messages exchanged. A negoti-
ation’s communication and computational costs
strictly depend on the adopted strategy and vary
from exponential, in the case of a brute-force strat-
egy, to more efficient strategies.

Digital Credentials

Digital credentials are assertions describing one
or more properties about a given subject, re-
ferred to as the owner, certified by trusted third
parties. Thus, a set of digital credentials identifies
and describes entities; trusted third parties are Cer-
tification Authorities (CAs). Digital credentials are
often compared to the paper credentials we carry
in our wallets. Both contain properties about the
owner and must be unforgeable and verifiable. To
ensure such properties, credentials are digitally
signed using PKI.2 Typically, a digital credential
contains a set of properties specified via
name–value pairs that are signed by the issuer’s pri-
vate key and can be verified by using the issuer’s
public key. Although some proposals exist for en-
coding digital credentials,6 until now, no widely ac-
cepted standard exists for their representation.

The X.509 V3 standard2 for public-key certifi-
cates takes a step in this direction. Even though the
original intent of X.509 certificates was simply to
bind a key to a name, version V3 adds an extensi-
bility mechanism to the original X.509 certificate
format. The extensions include fields such as addi-
tional subject identification information, key at-
tribute information, policy information, and certi-
fication path constraints. However, because the
X.509 certificate was not conceived for online ne-
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Figure 1. A trust negotiation (TN) process. In the example, negotiating

participants perform a TN in which the client obtains a service after

exchanging policies and credentials with the server.
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gotiations, it does not properly support attributes
or protect privacy. As a result, researchers have re-
cently proposed other formats that can better sup-
port an entity’s property description or that can
achieve privacy and can’t be forged.7

Disclosure Policies

Disclosure policies state the conditions under which
a party can release a resource during a negotiation.
(Conditions are constraints against the interacting
parties’ credentials and their properties.) Depend-
ing on their content, credentials might be sensi-
tive—for example, a credential might contain pri-
vate attributes about an individual such as a
credit-card number. Because of digital credentials’
sensitive nature, their disclosure must be carefully
managed according to policies that specify the con-
ditions under which parties can disclose them.

We also regard disclosure policies as sensitive in-
formation because they are often related to orga-
nizations’ business and governance processes.
Therefore, recent research considers disclosure
policies as sensitive as other resources.4,8,9 Clearly,
the presence of sensitive disclosure policies will add
new requirements to TN processes. Entities must
gradually establish trust, and policies for the in-
volved resources must be sent to the other party ac-
cording to the level of trust established.

TN Requirements
We consider some dimensions more relevant for
evaluating policy languages than others. We have
classified the dimensions into two main groups:
those related to the adopted language and those re-
lated to the system and its components. The re-
quirements we have devised are a partial list; other
requirements will likely surface as research and de-
ployment of negotiation systems progress, espe-
cially given the increasing number of researchers
actively contributing to this area.10

Language Requirements

TN policy languages4,11 are a set of syntactic
constructs (for example, credentials and policies)
and their associated semantics that encode security
information to be exchanged during negotiations.
Good TN languages should thus be able to sim-
plify credential specification and express a range of
protection requirements through specification of
flexible disclosure policies. The dimensions we
have identified to reach these goals deal with lan-
guage expressiveness and semantics.

Well-defined semantics. A well-defined policy lan-
guage should have a simple, compact, formally

defined semantics, remaining independent of
the language’s particular implementation. We
might effectively express the semantics using
various formalisms such as logic programs or re-
lational algebra.

Monotonicity. The monotonicity requirement
specifies that once a set of credentials allowing
the disclosure of a certain resource is found, the
disclosure of additional credentials and policies
should only result in the grant of additional re-
sources, if possible. This aspect implies that the
parties must carefully handle negation: if a pol-
icy requires that a subject must not have a given
property to obtain a resource, then it isn’t
enough that the subject simply fails to disclose
the corresponding credential. Rather, verifying
such negative conditions should be carried out
by directly checking the properties that the cre-
dential holder possesses with the credential is-
suer authority. Checking the absence of a cre-
dential can be managed at the policy level as
long as the policy owner has the capability to
perform such a check.

Credential combination. A set of different cre-
dentials might likely describe the set of prop-
erties characterizing a given subject. Thus, a
policy language should be expressive enough
to require submission of a combination of cre-
dentials, using conjunction and disjunction
operators.

Authentication. Each party can have multiple
identities stated by different credentials issued
and signed with different public keys to prevent
collusion. At runtime, the credential submitter
(that is, the CA or a delegated entity by means of
credential chains) thus will have to demonstrate
the knowledge of the private key associated with
the public key used to sign the credential.

Constraints on property values. Each credential is
usually a structured object conveying informa-
tion about a subject’s properties. A name–value
pair typically represents each property. Creden-
tials can be associated with a given credential
type, thus simplifying credential specification
and management. A policy language should in-
clude constructs to constrain the requested cre-
dentials to have a certain type and restrict valid
property values. For example, a rental car agency
might ask users to submit a driver’s license and,
further, that the driver’s license be issued after a
given date.
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Intercredential constraints. To better evaluate re-
mote party properties, policies might express
constraints to compare values of different cre-
dentials belonging to the same subject, even if
they use different keys.

Sensitive policy protection. By analyzing policies’
content, outsiders might infer sensitive informa-
tion about the parties. Thus, disclosure policies
must be protected in the same way as other re-
sources, with a fine-grained control over their
disclosure. We can handle policy protection at
the language or system level. In the first case, the
policy language must have constructs to express
constraints on policy disclosure, whereas in the
second case, the runtime system must check dis-
closure policies and dynamically add constraints
instead of disclose them unconditionally.

Unified formalism and use of interoperable lan-

guages. These requirements focus on the applic-
ability of negotiation approaches. We believe that
in designing negotiation languages, it’s essential
to focus on solutions that can be effectively
adopted in real environments and easily inte-
grated in existing contexts. The first requirement
deals with uniformly protecting credentials and
policies, thus simplifying protection mechanisms.
The latter requirement facilitates transmission
and interoperability among negotiation partici-
pants. In this respect, using metalanguages such
as XML12 might facilitate submitting and ex-
changing credentials and policies.

System Requirements

A negotiation system supports a TN. It usually
consists of several modules and a runtime system
with related algorithms supporting all the proto-
cols underlying a negotiation.

The challenging aspect in developing such sys-
tems is to devise solutions that trade off the re-
quirements that often conflict with each other. On
the one hand, such systems should be flexible, scal-
able, and portable. On the other, they should sup-
port advanced functions, such as support for cre-
dential chains, authentication of multiple identities,
and complex compliance-checker modes whose ef-
ficient implementation is often difficult. In partic-
ular, the compliance checker must interpret a re-
mote policy and check whether a set of local
credentials exists that satisfies the received policy.
Our requirements at the system level are as follows. 

Credential ownership. During a negotiation, when
a remote credential is received, the runtime sys-

tem must challenge the sender to prove the own-
ership of the private key associated with the pub-
lic key used to identify the subject in the cre-
dential. The system can use various security
protocols for such a task, but a key issue is to in-
tegrate the negotiation framework with the ex-
isting tools and systems, maximizing security
controls over the exchanged data.

Credential validity. The validity of the exchanged
credentials is fundamental to ensuring the whole
negotiation functions correctly. Thus, each time
a credential is received, the credential content’s
integrity must be verified by using a digital sig-
nature to guard against forgery. Furthermore,
the runtime system must always check for ex-
pired or revoked credentials.

Credential chain discovery. The credentials
needed during a negotiation might not be read-
ily available locally. A runtime system should in-
clude extra machinery and tools for credential
chain discovery to retrieve in real time creden-
tials that are not locally cached.

Privacy protection mechanisms. Disclosing policies
and resources should ensure a good protection of
the parties’ privacy goals, which typically entail
disclosing the minimum set of information nec-
essary to succeed in the process. Intuitively, un-
conditionally disclosing policies and credentials
might leak sensitive information. Complementary
mechanisms should be integrated with the system
to address the parties’ privacy requirements.

Support for alternative negotiation strategies. The
negotiation system should support various ne-
gotiation strategies—for instance, by maximiz-
ing information protection or considering first
the computational effort required. A well-de-
signed system should provide numerous strate-
gies, leaving the parties free to choose one. The
strategies might be chosen independently by the
parties or negotiated just like the other re-
sources. In the first case, it’s essential to ensure
negotiations function correctly, even if parties do
not adopt the same strategy.

Fast negotiation strategies. We can expect that in
many scenarios there will be standard, off-the-
shelf policies available for widely used resources
(such as Visa cards and passports). Thus, it is
likely that in negotiations involving such
common resources, the same sequences of cre-
dentials will be used several times to perform
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similar negotiations. In such cases, it might be
useful to keep track of the sequences of creden-
tials exchanged more often instead of recalculat-
ing them for each negotiation. The strategies
thus should include approaches to let the parties
establish trust by using precomputed sequences,
if desired. Additionally, once two parties have
successfully negotiated, the system might exploit
such a negotiation to speed up subsequent ne-
gotiations. Finally, when commonly used re-
sources are involved, an ideal system should au-
tomatically select and suggest the policies to be
exchanged, even when parties are total strangers.

Systems and Prototypes
Because of the relevance of TN for Web-based ap-
plications, researchers have recently developed sev-
eral systems and research prototypes.4,8,11 We have
surveyed and analyzed these based on the require-
ments we just discussed. Our results show that sev-
eral design goals still remain unsatisfied.

Analyzing Existing Negotiation Systems

Until now, the best-known trust-management sys-
tem was Keynote.13 Keynote is designed to work
for various large- and small-scale Internet-based
applications. It provides a single, unified language
for both local policies and credentials. Keynote cre-
dentials, called assertions, contain predicates that
describe the trusted actions permitted by the hold-
ers of a specific public key. As a result, Keynote
policies do not handle credentials as a means of es-
tablishing trust, mainly because the language was
intended for delegation authority. Therefore, it has
several shortcomings with respect to TNs.

The Trust Establishment (TE) Project at Haifa
Research Lab has developed a tool for enabling
trust relationships between strangers based on pub-
lic-key certificates. A key element of the system is
a Trust Policy Language (TPL),11 specified using
XML.12 A distinctive feature of the system is that
it extends traditional role-based access control sys-
tems by validating certificates and then mapping
the certificates’ owners to a role. A policy, specified
by the resource’s owner, states the rules for map-
ping entities to roles. A role in TPL is a group of
entities that represent a specific organizational unit
(for example, managers or doctors). Each role has
one or more rules defining how a certificate owner
can become a role member. The TE system also
includes an intelligent certificate collector that au-
tomatically collects missing certificates from cer-
tificate repositories, allowing the use of standard
browsers that can only pass one certificate to the
server. However, it does not support sensitive cre-

dentials. One of the TE’s basic assumptions is that
credentials can be disclosed whenever they are re-
quested. Furthermore, the TE system does not ad-
dress sensitive policies.

The Internet Security Research Lab (ISRL)14 at
Brigham Young University is an active research
center in trust management. Researchers of ISRL
have developed the TrustBuilder system to support
TN. TrustBuilder currently represents one of the
most significant proposals in the negotiation re-
search area. It provides a broad class of negotiation
strategies, as well as a strategy- and language-inde-
pendent negotiation protocol that ensures the in-
teroperability of the defined strategies within the
TrustBuilder architecture. Each participant in a ne-
gotiation has an associated security agent that man-
ages the negotiation. During a negotiation, the se-
curity agent uses a local negotiation strategy to
determine which local resources to disclose next
and to accept new disclosures from other parties.
The TrustBuilder architecture includes a creden-
tial verification module, a policy compliance
checker, and a negotiation strategy module, which
is the system’s core. During a negotiation, each
agent adopts a local strategy to determine which lo-
cal resources to disclose and whether to terminate
the negotiation. The system also relies on a cre-
dential verification module, which performs a va-
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lidity check of the received credentials. Figure 2
presents an example of a TrustBuilder negotiation.

Recently, researchers at ISRL have explored
other issues in the negotiation area, such as sup-
porting sensitive policies (obtained by introduc-
ing hierarchies in policy definitions),8 and pri-
vacy protection mechanisms (obtained by
introducing dynamic policies, the policies dy-
namically modified during a negotiation) into
the TN architecture.15

Unipro9 is a unified scheme for modeling re-
source protection, including policies in TN.
Unipro models policies as a first-class resource and
provides a fine-grained control over policy disclo-
sure, giving subjects more flexibility in expressing
authorization requirements.

Another interesting contribution in the TN
area is given by the role-based trust-management
(RT) framework, also from ISRL. The RT frame-
work is part of an ongoing project to address se-
curity problems in decentralized environments. It
provides a policy language with a well-defined se-
mantics, a deduction engine, and the use of appli-

cation-domain-specification documents that help
distributed subjects maintain a consistent use of
policy terms. The RT language exploits new ap-
proaches to protect sensitive attributes by intro-
ducing the notion of attribute acknowledgment
policies, which participants establish in associa-
tion with attributes that they consider sensitive,
regardless of whether or not they satisfy those at-
tributes. The authors also have defined a trust tar-
get graph protocol to support attribute-based ac-
cess control (ABAC) systems. The protocol is
similar to the Disclosure Tree Protocol used in
TrustBuilder, but it supports a realistic ABAC lan-
guage, whereas the Disclosure Tree Protocol sup-
ports only logic-based languages and does not
protect against unauthorized disclosure. The de-
duction engine is similar to TE, but it’s more
powerful. Compared to TE, RT’s advantages in-
clude a declarative logic-based semantic founda-
tion, strongly typed credentials and policies, and
more flexible delegation structures.

Finally, Trust-X16 is a framework for TNs that
supports all aspects of negotiation and was specif-
ically conceived for a peer-to-peer environment.
The first component of Trust-X is an XML-
based language, called X-TNL, for specifying
Trust-X certificates and policies. Like the RT
language, Trust-X has a typing credential system
and addresses the issues of vocabulary agreement
using XML namespaces.12 Using namespaces
combined with the certificate type system helps
TN software correctly interpret different cre-
dentials’ schema, even if they are issued by dif-
ferent entities that do not share a common on-
tology. Trust-X certificates are either credentials
or declarations. (A credential states its owner’s
personal characteristics, whereas declarations col-
lect personal information that does not need to
be certified but that might help in better cus-
tomizing the offered service.)

A novel aspect of X-TNL is its support for spe-
cial certificates, called trust tickets. Trust tickets are
issued on successfully completing a negotiation and
can speed up subsequent negotiations for the same
resource. Additionally, X-TNL provides a flexible
language for specifying policies and a mechanism
for policy protection, based on the notion of policy
preconditions. A Trust-X negotiation consists of a
set of phases that are sequentially executed accord-
ing to the flow Figure 3 illustrates. As the figure
shows, Trust-X enforces a strict separation between
policy exchange and resource disclosure. This dis-
tinction results in an effective protection of all the
resources involved in negotiations.

Trust-X is a flexible system, providing various
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TN strategies that allow better trade-offs between
efficiency and protection requirements. In partic-
ular, Trust-X supports three different negotiation
modes. The first, based on trust tickets, can be
adopted when the parties have already successfully
completed a negotiation for the same resource.
The second mode, based on using specific abstract
data structures called negotiation trees, performs a
runtime evaluation of the negotiation’s feasibility
by determining a sequence of certificate disclosures
that can successfully end the negotiation. The last
mode exploits a notion of similarity between nego-
tiations and is based on the observation that a ser-
vice provider usually handles many similar negoti-
ations. Finally, the system includes an architecture
for negotiation management.

Comparing the Systems

To better assess the current state of the art, we
compared the systems we’ve described here on
the basis of the requirements we listed earlier. Ta-
bles 1 and 2 summarize our results. All the con-
sidered languages have a well-defined semantics,
and all but TPL are monotonic. However, be-
cause of the difficulties in efficiently implement-
ing nonmonotonic languages, the actual TPL im-

plementation is restricted to a monotonic version,
known as DTPL.

None of the proposals are complete, even
though current systems address significant subsets
of relevant requirements. Most of the TN systems
currently available are based on some unrealistic as-
sumptions that limit the approach’s applicability.
For instance, those systems usually assume that all
credentials associated with a party are at the party
site. However, in many application environments,
credential storage is not centralized. Thus, TN sys-
tems should include credential retrieval mecha-
nisms to be used during negotiations. (The only
system addressing this requirement is from
Brigham Young University’s ISRL; see http://isrl.
cs.byu.du/.)

Furthermore, none of the existing systems ad-
dresses how to obtain credentials, assuming that
the entity disclosing credentials has full respon-
sibility for obtaining and caching them locally.
Also, none provide real protection against attacks
on negotiating parties, such as credential or iden-
tity theft.2

Finally, another area of investigation is related to
the interoperability among different TN lan-
guages. The lack of centralized control over the In-

Requirements RT TPL Trust-X Keynote TrustBuilder

Well-defined semantics Y Y Y Y Y

Monotonicity Y N Y Y Y

Credential combinations Y Y Y Y Y

Constraints on property values Y Y Y N Y

Intercredential constraints Y Y Y N Y

Credential chains Y Y P N N

Authentication Y N N N N

Sensitive policies Y N Y N Y

Unified formalism N Y Y Y N

Interoperable languages N Y Y N N

(Key: Y means Yes, N means No, and P means Partial support)

Table 1. Language comparison.

Requirements RT TPL Trust-X Keynote TrustBuilder

Credential validity Y Y Y N Y

Credential ownership N N P N N

Support for alternative Y N Y N Y

negotiation strategies

Fast negotiation strategies N Y Y N N

Privacy protection mechanisms Y Y Y Y Y

Credential chain discovery Y Y P N N

(Key: Y means Yes, N means No, and P means Partial support)

Table 2. System comparison.



ternet makes it unrealistic to assume that all
“strangers” will adopt the same system.

I
n addition to the open research directions
we have already discussed, several key is-
sues must be investigated to make TN sys-
tems usable and reliable. A first issue deals

with developing a solid underpinning theory for
trust languages and algorithms. The languages
should be powerful enough to express a range of
protection requirements and should support cre-
dential chains and authentication of the submit-
ter. The systems should be able to properly carry
out negotiations, trading off between computa-
tional effort and requirements such as privacy
protection. The systems should also be strong
enough to limit damages caused by intruder at-
tacks or interception.

Another important issue is in developing effi-
cient strategies for policy enforcement. In this re-
spect, policy enforcement is a constrained problem
because policies usually are specified as constraints
on credential properties. As such, it is important to
explore the possibility of expressing constrained
entailment techniques to the TN environment and
to investigate issues such as constrained consistency
and redundancy in this context. An additional issue
is using data-mining techniques to analyze data col-
lected on negotiation processes with the aim of im-
proving the efficiency of the negotiation strategies.
For example, by using association rule discovery
techniques, we might determine whether the ma-
jority of users own credentials in combination. In
this case, the negotiation strategies we might pre-
fer would use such credential combinations instead
of other possible combinations.

Several other interesting issues are related to scal-
ability and autonomy. Thus, we believe that even
though current TN systems are comprehensive in
terms of the functions they support, a strong need
exists for new research in this area to lead the de-
velopment of next-generation TN systems.
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